
Stewards Notes  

Stewards 
Veterinary Surgeon 

 M Fernholz, J Jones, M Herrmann 
Dr C Doyle 

     

   

-A swab sample was taken from the winner STITCH ‘EM ERIC. 
-On the first turn DOUBLE STRENGTH moved down checking WOODSIDE COCO and MAXIMUM STRESS. On the turn off the back 
straight BROOKLYN LAD moved down making contact with AUNTY JACKY causing both greyhounds to lose ground. Approaching the turn 
into the home straight MAXIMUM STRESS moved down checking TRICKY TRIXIE causing TRICKY TRIXIE to ease appearing injured. 
-TRICKY TRIXIE was vetted after the race, REPORTED TO BE INJURED AND WAS SUSPENDED FOR 14 DAYS ALL TRACKS. 
                

     

   

-BLUEY ROCKS was slow to begin. On the first turn SUNTORY DREAM moved down checking ZIPPING SHARNIE. Along the back 
straight ZIPPING SHARNIE moved out checking SUNTORY DREAM, and CRACKERJACK GLEN raced wide. Turning into the home 
straight ZIPPING SHARNIE raced wide. Along the home straight BLUEY ROCKS, GEE ME UP and ZIPPING SHARNIE all raced wide. 
                

     

   

-ANGEL CAPE was slow to begin. Approaching the turn into the home straight GAUCI KAELA moved down taking DALI’S DREAM in and 
across the running line of BOUNTY HAWKE which ran onto the heels of DALI’S DREAM, dragging it down and causing DALI’S DREAM to 
fall. Turning into the home straight GAUCI KAELA checked around the heels of BOUNTY HAWKE and moved out across the running line of 
STUNNING JIGGY which ran onto the heels of and dragged down GAUCI KAELA. ANGEL CAPE, which was trailing close behind, collided 
with STUNNING JIGGY resulting in both greyhounds falling. ANGEL CAPE, DALI’S DREAM and STUNNING JIGGY all regained their 
footing and went on to complete the course. Stewards noted that GAUCI KAELA ran the entire race with a dislodged muzzle 
ANGEL CAPE was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED. 
GAUCI KAELA was vetted after the race, REPORTED TO BE INJURED AND WAS SUSPENDED FOR 10 DAYS ALL TRACKS. 
DALI’S DREAM was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED. 
STUNNING JIGGY was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED. 
                

     

   

-HOMETOWN LADS was slow to begin. Along the back straight MISS THURSDAY eased appearing injured. 
MISS THURSDAY was vetted after the race, REPORTED TO BE INJURED AND WAS SUSPENDED FOR 2 MONTHS ALL TRACKS. 
                

     

   

-On the first turn MIDNIGHT MCQUEEN moved down checking SANTANO. Along the back straight SANTANO clipped the heels of 
MIDNIGHT MCQUEEN. Turning off the back straight MIDNIGHT MCQUEEN moved down checking MEGABOUND. Along the home 
straight RUBY CREEK raced wide. 
                

     

   

-A swab sample was taken from the winner KONFUZZLED. 
On the first turn GRAND CHAOS moved down checking AMBER’S WISH and FOCUSED FURY. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



                

     

   

-MCLAREN MISSILE was slow to begin. On the first turn ICENI RIVAL moved out onto CLICK HERE taking DESTINI WAHOO wide. 
Turning off the back straight CAPTAIN MCLAREN moved down onto DESTINI WAHOO then DESTINI WAHOO moved down into the 
running line of ICENI RIVAL.  
                

     

 SUSP STR 20/7 INJ 10 DAYS ALL TRACKS 

-TROUBLE WATERS went up with the lids and DEFLECTION and GOOD BOLONEY were both slow to begin. Along the back straight 
TROUBLE WATERS raced wide. Approaching the turn into the home straight HAYRIDE FLORENT ran onto the heels of DEFLECTION 
then GOOD BOLONEY moved out bumping with TROUBLE WATERS. Turning into the home straight ALLEN JONO checked around the 
heels of HAYRIDE FLORENT. Along the home straight TROUBLE WATERS raced wide.  
-The all clear for this event was delayed while Stewards reviewed all available vision of the starting boxes opening. Stewards were satisfied 
that no greyhound was inconvenienced at the start of the event and as a result all clear was posted. 
                

     

 SUSP STR 20/7 INJ 21 DAYS ALL TRACKS 

-Shortly after the start TIGER’S EMPIRE moved out checking PEARL CAPE. Along the back straight LOGGIE BRIDGE moved down 
checking SAMMY FROST. Turning off the back straight MENZEL BOYS moved down onto FILTHY PHANTOM and dropped back. 
                

     

   

-A swab sample was taken from the winner MEGALOMANIAC. 
-On the first turn HARTLAND RUBY moved out checking PORT BOY and SALUT BIANCA. On the turn into the home straight 
GLENDENNING ran wide and continued to run wide for the remainder of the event. 
-GLENDENNING was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED. 
                

     

   

-A swab sample was taken from the winner ZULU GENERAL. 
LUPE FIASCO was slow to begin. On the first turn RALOO BARTZY moved down checking ORACLE OF OMAHA. 
                

     

   

-SHAKER BREAKER was slow to begin. There were no other racing incidents. 
                

INJURIES TRICKY TRIXIE 
GAUCI KAELA 
MISS THURSDAY 

LEFT HIND WEBBING WOUND 
LEFT HOCK INSTABILITY 
RIGHT HIP INJURY 

14 DAYS ALL TRACKS 
10 DAYS ALL TRACKS 
2 MONTHS ALL TRACKS 

HUMANELY 
EUTHANISED 

NIL   

FATALITIES  NIL   

SWABS STITCH ‘EM ERIC (R1) 
KONFUZZLED (R6) 

MEGALOMANIAC (R10) 
ZULU GENERAL (R11) 

 

SUSPENSIONS NIL   

FINES ISSUED NIL   
 


